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ABSTRACT 

Structures in the four harbors in Taiwan were inspected for alkal i-aggregate reaction 

(AAR). Visua l invcstigation. non-destructive tests and drilling cores were performed in 

[he fie ld. Petrographie cxamination, accelerated expansion tests. and SEM analysis of the 

concrete cores were conducted in the laboratory. Thc reactivi ty of the aggregates 

currently used in concrete construction and the alkali content of local cements were 

investigated for evaluating the potential of AAR in the fu ture. Results showed that the 

embankments and blocks in Hwa-Lian Harbor as weil as the blocks in Keelung Harbor 

appeared [0 be affeeted by AAR. No evidence of AAR was found in Taichung and Su-Au 

Harbors. Thc reacti vity of thc 

potentially de leterious for AAR. 

aggregates from scveral sources showed deleterious or 

Most of the local cements contain high alkali content. 

Keywords: Alkali -aggregate reaction, concrete structures in harbor, cracking, expansion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since good aggregate is Iimited in Taiwan, marginal aggregate has 10 be used in future 
construction of cancrete structures. Deleterious and potentially deleterious reactive 
aggregates have been found in this island (Wang and Vang 1991, and Yen et al. 1996). 

The alka li content in most commercial cements exceeds 0.6% eq. Na~O as required by 

ASTM eisa for 10w alkali cernent. Thus, the occurrence of alkali-aggregate reaction 
(AAR) is possible ifthe environment is suitable for promoting the expansion. 

The harbar cencrete structures are in the environment containing saline water and high 
humidity. which are aggressive for AAR. Therefore. the purpose of this study was to 
investigate the potential for AAR in the concrete structures in Keelung, Su-Au, Hwa-Lian, 

and Taiehung Harbors, which are four ofthe five harbors in Taiwan. The loeations ofthe 
five harbors are shown in Fig. l. This paper reports results of field inspeetion including 
visual examination of AAR, and non-destruetive tests. Results of petrographie examination, 

scaIUling electron microseopy. and aceelerated expansion tests of the cores taken [rom the 
field are rcported. The reaclivity of the aggregates from the possible sources used in the 
four harbors and the alkal i content in loeal eements have also been studicd. 

Fig. I: Locations ofthe fivc harbors in Taiwan 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Field lnvestigation 

Field investigation induded visual inspection, non-destruct ive tests and drilling cancrete 
cores. Visual inspection cmphasized on the major symptoms of AAR, map cracking and 

the reaction products exuded 011 the conerete surface. Non-destructive tests were for 
evaluation of general quality of the canerete, which included rebound hammer test, 
carbonation depth measurement , and concrete resistance test. Canerete cores with lOem 
in diameter and abaut 30cm in length were drilled for further studies cf AAR in the 

laboratory. Thc cores were dr illed on the concrete surface showed AAR symptoms, or 
drilled every 300 meters on the surface of embankments and blocks if no AAR symptom 

was found . Four to six cores were taken at each selectcd position. 

Laboratory Analysis 

Petrographie examination, compressive strength mcasurements, scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), and accelerated expansion tests were conducted in the laboratory for 
the eores taken from the four harbors. The concrete cores were first cut for the required 

tests. Sliccd cores were used for petrographie examination. Cores 20em in length were 
for compressive strength measurements, and the broken pieces were used for SEM analysis. 
The paired cores left were for accelerated expansion tests. 

Aceelerated expansion tests (Shayan and Mords 1997) were used to evaluate the 
potential of future expansion for the concrete in aggressive environments. Thc cores 
obtained from the same drilling position were made pairs. The cores were trimmed to the 

length depending on the result of dri ll ing, and were fitted with four sets oftwo demee discs , 
in oppositc positions, at 20 or 15cm gauge length depending on the core length, All the 

eores were soaked in IN NaOl-I solution at room temperature for I day, to allaw the eore to 
absorb water and increase the alkali eoncentration in the pore solution of thc concretc. 
After 1 day ofsoaking in the NaOH solution, the initiallengths ofthe eores were rneasured. 
One of the paired cores was plaeed in a sea[ed container aver water at 38°C. The ather 

core was kept in the IN NaOH solution in seal cd condi tions and also stored at 38°C. Tbe 
length ehanges of the cores were monitored regularly, and the average of the four readings 

on each core recorded. 

Reactivity of Aggregates 

Ta cvaluate the potential of AAR for future constructian of concrete struetures, the 
reac tivity of the aggregates obta.incd from the potential somces for the four harbors was 

studied according to ASTM C289. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Visua llnspection 

Table 1 shows the results of AAR symptoms in the visual inspection of the four harbors. 

There are 00 significant AAR symptoms found in Taichlmg Harbor and Su-Au Harbor. 

built since 1972 and 1974, respectively. However, map cracking and gel like reaction 

products were faund on the surface of embankments and blocks in Keelung Harbor and in 

Hwa-Lian Harbor, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. The cracked blocks in 

Keelung Harbor were construeted sinee 1987, and the cracked embankments and blocks in 

Hwa-Lian Harbor were built in the periods of 1980 to 1988. The damaged eoncrete 

seemed to depend on the construction projects by different contractors because reactive 

aggregates and high alkali cernent might be used in the concrele. The cracked concrete 

slruclures were in the zone wi th high humidity or in the tidal zone. No significant AAR 

symptoms were [aund on the concrete surface of buildings and pavements in thc four 

harbors. 

TABLE I· Results ofVisual Inspection fOT Symptoms of AAR in the Four HarboTs 

~r 
Structure 

Taicuung Keelung Su-Au Hwa-Lian 

Building none none none none 
pavemcnt none none none none 

Embankment none none nOne 
map-cracking 

and gels 

Block none 
map-cracking 

none 
map-cracking 

and gels and gels 

Non Destructive Tests and Core Strength Measurements 

Evaluations of concrete qualities for the blocks and thc embankments in the fOUT harbors 

were conducted through field non-destructive tests and core strength measurements. The 

results are presented in Table 2. The eonerete qualities varied with the positions where 

tests were conducted. In general, most of the eonerete structures are sti ll in good 

eondition, except the strength of some concrete is below the design strength. 
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Fig. 2: Map cracking on the concrete blocks in Keelung Harbor 

Fig. 3: Map cracking on the concrete blocks and on the embankment in Hwa-Lian Harbor 
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TABLE 2' Results of Field Non-destruetive Tests and Core Strength Measurements 

~or 
Test items 

Taichung Keelung Su-Au Hwa-Lian 

Test 
Reading 28-40 27- 37 22- 37 26- 44 
Strength 

hammer (kg/eru' ) 
180- 351 167- 306 108- 306 154- 416 

Concrete resistance 
4- 18 5- 22 4- 15 4- 20 

(kO-em) 
Carbonation depth 1- 5 1- 5 1- 5 1- 8 (rum) 

Core strength 212- 348 167- 418 289-305 240-407 
(kg/em' ) 

Petrographie Examination 

Results cf petrographie examination cf the aggregates in the concrete cores obtained from 
the four harbors are listed in table 3. 

TABLE 3' Results ofPetrographie Examination forthe Aggregates in Cored Sampies 

Harbors Aggregates 
Taichung Sandstone, Quartzite, Metamorphie Sandstone, Slate, Vein-quartz. 

Keelung 
Sandstone, Quartzite, Metamorphic Sands tone, Vein-quartz, Siliceous 
Sandstone, Silt Stone 

Su-Au Sandstone, Quartzite, Metamorohic sandstone, Vein-ouartz, Slate. 

Hwa-Lian 
Quartzite, Sandstone, Quartz-sehist, Marble, Sehist, Vein-quartz, Serpentine, 
Andesite, Gneiss, Limestone, Slate, 

SEM Analysis 

Scanning electron micrographs cf cores drilled from the blocks showing cracks in Keelung 
Harbor are presented in Fig. 4. SEM revealed gel Hke AAR produets at the eement 

paste/aggregate boundary. EDX showed these produets to be rieh in sodium. 

Accelerate Expansion Tests 

Results of the accelerated expansion tests far the cores drilled from the four harbors are 
shown in Fig. 5. It is expected that the greatcr the difference in expansion between the 
NaO:H soaked cores and the humid cured cores, the greater the potential for the occurrence 
of AAR. For the cores obtained from Taichung and Su-Au Harbors, thc concrctes showed 
DO significant AAR symptoms, the differences in expansion bctween the NaOH soaked and 
thc humid cured cares were limited, Far the cores drilled from Keelung and Hwa-Lian 
Harbors, where the embankments and the blocks showed map cracking, curing thc cored 
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Fig. 4: SEM micrographs of cores from the cancrete blocks in Kee lung Harbor 

sampies in the two conditions showed significant difference in expansion. However, the 
cores need to be monitored for longer periods. 

Reactivity of the Aggregates 

Since the records of the materials used to mix the concrete in the four harbors are 

unavailable, the reactivity of the possible aggregates used to make concrete currently was 

studied by ASTM C289. The results are Jisted in Tab!e 4, and the possib!e sources of 
aggregates for the four harbors are shown in Tab!e 5. The reaetivi ty of the fine 

aggregates probably used in the concrete [er harbor constructions are deleterious oe 
potentially deletcrious to induce AAR. 

TABLE 4' Reaetivity of the Aggregates for the Four Harbors by ASTM C289 
Source of Aggregate Sc Re Reactivity 

Coarse aggregate [rom Ta-Chia Creek 76.1 116.5 Innocuous 
Fine aggregate from Jwo-Shoei Creek 127.2 108.5 POlentially deleterious 
Coarse aggregate from Wu Creek 44.5 97.5 Innocuous 
Fine aggregate from Wu Creek 85.4 81.5 Potentially deleterious 
Coarse aggregate from Lan· Yang Creek 138.5 158.5 Innocuous 
Fine aggregate from Lan· Yang Creek 139.3 105.0 Potentially deleterious 
Coarse aggregate from Ho·Ping Creek 96.8 173.5 Innocuous 
Fine aggregate from Ho-Ping Creek 137.7 50.5 Deleterious 
Aggregate from Mu·Gua Creek 90.6 26.1 Dcleterious 
Aggregate from Yueh·Mei Creek 46.9 59.2 Innocuous 
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Fig. 5: Accelerated expansion test for the cored samples from the four harbors 
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TABLE 5· PossibJc Aggregate Sourees for the Four Harbors 

Harbor Aggregate Sources 
Taichung Ta-Chia Creek, Jwo-Shoei Creek, and Wu Creek 

Su-Au Lan-Yang Creek, and Ho-Ping Creek 
Keelung Hwa-Lian Creek, Jwo-Shoei Creek, and Ho-Ping Creek 

Hwa-Lian Mu-Gua Creek, and Yueh-Mei Creek 

Alkali Contents in LocaI Cements 

To cvaluate the potential of AAR in concrete structures, thc alkali contents in thc cements 

produced by major cement plants in Taiwan were investigated, and the results are shown in 

Fig. 6. In 18 cement plants, the alkali contents in only two cements were less than 0.6% 

eq. Na20, the maximum alkali eontent required by ASTM C 150 for inhibition of AAR. 

Thc alka li conte nt in 30% of cements exceeded 1.0% eq. Na20. 
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Fig. 6: Alkali content in IDeal cements 

Consequently, since same cf thc aggregates show reactivity for AAR and thc cemcnts 

contain rclatively high alkali content, thc Qccurrence of AAR in concrete structures is 

possiblc when thc cnvironmcntal conditions are suitablc for the reaction. 

CONCLUSJONS 

This study has shown that the concrctc blocks in Kcelung Harbor as well as the 

cmbankment and thc blocks in Hwa-Lian Harbor have developcd AAR associated with 
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cracking. The rcaction products were observed in the cored samp!es. Significant 

difference in expansion of cored sampies stored in conditions of IN NaOH solution and 
100% RH environment at 38°C have been measured. 

No evidence of AAR was found in the Concrete structures in Taichung and Su-Au 

Harbors. However, the concretes are susceptible to expansion in storage of 1 N NaOH 
and humid conditions at 38~C, and the rcactivity of part of the aggregates is considered to 

be potcnlially deleterious far AAR. A lang term monitoring of the concrcte structures is 

needed. 

Some of thc aggregates show deleterious or potentially de leterious reactivilY in Taiwan, 

and high alkali cements are commonly used in concrete construction. Mitigation of AAR 

is needed in future construction. 
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